Highest safety level
for dust collectors
RICO Sicherheitstechnik AG provides explosion Isolation valves for dust collectors of
TRM Filter d.o.o.
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Further collaborations already in
the pipeline
TRM Filter d.o.o. found an application
partner in RICO Sicherheitstechnik
AG in terms of new product developments. Peter Tomsic states: “The
possibility to consult competent experts from RICO if questions arise
has always been very simple and effortless.
Consequently,
especially
the

great

support
and

the

reliable
service convinced us to ensure further collaboration.” The CEO of TRM
Filter is also highly satisfied regarding the operation of the explosion
isolation

systems

of

RICO.

Peter

Tomsic sums up: “The partnership
was all in all a great success and we
are looking forward to our joint projects and future cooperation.”

